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a blueprinT for susTained pariTy: The sTraTegiC plan

Undergraduate computing programs seek gender parity for reasons that include

  Access to the best students from a larger applicant pool

  Improved educational experience for their students

  Ethical commitment to diversity

  Contribution to the profession’s future viability

  Contribution to innovation in computing

This workbook presents some guidelines for strategically planning a multi-pronged approach 
to retain females — and all students — in undergraduate computing programs of study. 
Although we hope that the workbook is helpful for anyone planning for sustained change, the 
workbook is designed specifically for departments that are working with a consultant provided 
by the National Center for women & IT Extension Services for Undergraduate Programs (ES-
UP) to conduct a needs assessment and support change efforts. For example, the workbook 
assumes that your department already has collected appropriate data to support planning and 
that you have received a baseline report describing local constraints and enablers as well as 
opportunities for making change. 

This workbook is devoted to retaining women. For recruitment, please see the NCwIT 
Extension Services for Undergraduate Programs Strategic Planning for recruiting women into 
Undergraduate Computing workbook.

You may still find this workbook helpful if you have not worked with an Extension Services 
Consultant provided by NCwIT Extension Services for Undergraduate Programs. The systemic 
reform model, principles, descriptions, definitions, and guidelines may help you to identify 
an aligned set of research-based interventions that will help to retain students. You may be 
able to hire an independent consultant with the needed expertise. In addition, NCwIT ES-UP 
is happy to share the assessment and intervention infrastructure we use for supporting our 
clients. Contact info@ncwit.org for more information.

Your Extension Services Consultant (ESC) can help you to plan a coherent set of relevant 
interventions and suggest ways of assessing effectiveness. Extension Services Consultants 
have a broad range of expertise in program evaluation, organizational change, computing 
education, and other relevant fields. They can support clients’ efforts by promoting department 
commitment, facilitating department decisions and strategic planning, building high-level 
and internal support, assisting with assessment planning, motivating and consulting on 
implementation of effective practices, documenting progress, and disseminating results. 
Clients who desire more than the free Extension Services may engage their consultant or 
another professional for a fee.

What Counts as Parity?

Quantitative and qualitative parity is achieved in an undergraduate computing department 
when conditions such as the following exist:

  The percentage of women in the department equals the percentage of women at the  
  institution as a whole
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  Men and women are retained in the major at similar rates

  Time to degree is similar for men and women 

  Men’s and women’s occupational choices upon graduation are similar

  Men’s and women’s participation in honors programs, research experiences, internships,  
  student groups (e.g., ACM chapter), and other extra-curricular programs is similar both  
  in rate and role

  Men’s and women’s experiences as teaching assistants, lab monitors, and other  
  positions in the department are similar

Why a Strategic Plan?

You wouldn’t use piecemeal efforts to build your new home, putting up walls, plumbing, and 
electricity without a master plan. Instead, you would identify your needs, create a comprehensive 
blueprint of the structure and amenities that would satisfy your needs, develop a building 
plan, and integrate tools and methods for assessing whether the structure would endure and 
truly satisfy your needs. Likewise, piecemeal efforts to accomplish gender parity in academic 
computing rarely result in a self-sustaining structure.

Strategic planning for gender parity helps a department:

  Create a vision for women’s participation,

  Identify specific and reasonable goals,

  Choose relevant interventions and activities coordinated to reinforce each other, and 

  Select metrics for determining whether the goals are met. 

What are the Components of a Strategic Plan?

TCC Group1  presents the following components of an effective strategic plan:

  Vision Statement describing the organization’s desired future state. The vision statement  
  should be explicit, simple, and brief.

  Values Statement articulating the organization’s ethical and guiding principles. 

  Goals and objectives stating desired outcomes. Goals are more generally stated than  
  objectives. objectives are directly related to metrics or indicators.

  Strategies and Tactics are the interventions, activities, and processes by which goals  
  and objectives are accomplished.  

  Implementation Plan outlining who will do what, when, and with which resources. 

  Evaluation Plan to assess accomplishment of the desired outcomes.
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What are the key Ingredients for Developing a Successful Plan?  

  Collect and discuss data and stakeholder input to create a shared understanding of  
  current conditions, contexts, strengths, and limitations that affect possible actions.

  Include all faculty along with alumni, students, professional staff, advisory board  
  members, and other affected constituent groups in planning.

  Entrust the core work to a small planning committee with sufficient authority, prestige,  
  and influence to keep the process moving.

  Involve senior leadership for public endorsement and necessary resources.

  Identify and apply research-based best practices.

  Prioritize action and implementation steps and set a reasonable timeline.

  Create measurable milestones that can show continual progress.

 
What research-based Methods for Increasing Women’s Participation in 
Computing Should Strategic Plans Include?

based in research on women’s participation in computing, NCwIT Senior research Scientists 
barker and Cohoon created a model of undergraduate experiences that affect women’s 
participation in undergraduate programs, shown in Figure 1.

To create and sustain excellence through diversity, effective practices must be mainstreamed into 
the experiences of all students, not just those of women or minorities (e.g., not extracurricular 
support groups that target women only). Efforts that support women or minorities alone are 
effective only for those students who choose to participate and often only as long as funding 
or a champion is available.

Figure 1: System of Undergraduate Computing
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NCwIT ES-UP advocates a multi-pronged, research-based approach to sustained change. 
reform initiatives should

  Integrate teaching methods that create inclusive, collaborative environments in early  
  curriculum.

  Successfully implement a strategic recruiting plan for creating an enduring pipeline of  
  diverse students with appropriate competencies.

  Help students understand how their classes and other experiences (internships, rEUs,  
  etc.) contribute to their future identities as computing professionals.

  Align assignments and coursework with student interests and career goals.

  Foster everyday positive student-student and student-faculty interactions that contribute  
  to a sense of belonging in the departmental community.

  Include visible, high-level administrative support and resources for sustained  
  implementation and evaluation.

  Ensure that efforts to diversify are positively reinforced within the reward structure for  
  promotion and tenure.

  Evaluate efforts to identify what works and what doesn’t work; make mid-course  
  corrections to increase success; and communicate findings for increased support and  
  replication by others.
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CreaTing your sTraTegiC plan using The nCWiT es-up reform model

on the pages that follow, begin sketching the components of your multi-pronged strategic 
plan.

  Identify your vision, goals, and the planning committee that will plan the initiatives that  
  will support goal accomplishment. Your Extension Services Consultant can help you to  
  conceptualize and state objectives and select practices relevant to your local  
  conditions.

  Describe the support both in your department and within your institution for helping you  
  reach your goals. Diversity efforts should count as service and be publicly supported by  
  upper administrators, such as your dean.

  Identify evidence-based practices that can support student retention both through their  
  graduation and into their careers. NCwIT Promising Practices include many resources for  
  pedagogy, curriculum, and student support. The pages that follow include planning  
  templates. NCwIT recommends that interventions affect ALL students, not just those  
  who choose to join an activity. In addition, interventions should be sure to address the  
  lower division, since most attrition happens in the first or second year of the degree  
  program.

  work with your Extension Services Consultant to create a strategic recruiting plan. we  
  recommend beginning with an approach that seeks the greatest return on investment in  
  the shortest time and with the least resources. A long-term plan can also be developed  
  to create a sustained “pipeline” of students. Please see the NCwIT ES-UP Strategic  
  Planning for recruiting women into Undergraduate Computing workbook.

  work with your Extension Services Consultant to create an overall evaluation plan that  
  tracks progress toward the vision and goals and allows formative evaluation of specific  
  initiatives. 
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Identify Vision, Goals, Leadership, and Support

Vision:

Goals:

Planning Committee:

Institutional and 
Departmental Support:
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reTenTion Through pedagogy

Collaborative Learning Interventions

recommendations for pedagogy include creating opportunities for student interaction in and 
outside of classrooms. Student interaction ensures that students hear each other talk about 
what they are learning (which is different from how faculty talk, often), remove social barriers 
for easy development of natural and enduring support networks, help all students recognize 
each other’s contributions, and overcome unconscious biases and explicit stereotypes. Student 
collaboration in and out of classrooms can take many forms and can be graded or ungraded. 
Examples of collaborative learning opportunities include:

  Peer-led team learning

  Use of student discussion or problem-solving groups in class

  Pair programming

  Affinity research groups

  “Conversational” classrooms

Collaborative Learning objectives

In Place Now:

baseline report recommendations:

Actions/Interventions/Initiatives Likely 
to be Successful Here:

responsible & Participating Persons:

Timeline / Due Dates:

Evaluation Plan, including Milestones 
and Measures:

reporting:

See NCWIT Promising Practices and Programs-in-a-box at ncwit.org for ideas for using 
pedagogy to retain students. Evaluation instruments are also available.
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Meaningful and relevant Assignments

Students learn more when they understand the relevance of what they are learning to their life 
experience or their personal or career goals. They are also more tolerant and willing to “stick 
it out” when concepts are difficult if they know why they are learning what they are learning. 
Faculty can ensure assignments are relevant and meaningful in many ways, such as by using 
examples that have broad appeal in explaining concepts, creating the context of programming 
assignments in some area of interest to students, explicitly telling students how a particular 
concept is used in different types of environments, and routinely discussing the options, 
advantages, and rewards of computing careers. To identify topics that have contemporary 
appeal to students, faculty can administer a short questionnaire. NCwIT cautions against 
choosing assignments that are meaningful based on stereotypes (e.g., men like violent games, 
women like to communicate). 

Meaningful & relevant Assignments objectives

In Place Now:

baseline report recommendations:

Actions/Interventions/Initiatives Likely 
to be Successful Here:

responsible & Participating Persons:

Timeline / Due Dates:

Evaluation Plan, including Milestones 
and Measures:

reporting:

See NCWIT Promising Practices and Programs-in-a-box at ncwit.org for ideas for using 
pedagogy to retain students. Evaluation instruments are also available.
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reTenTion Through CurriCular reform

The first year or two of a computer science major can be very difficult as students learn very new 
and abstract concepts. For many students, it is also their first time away from home and they are 
learning to navigate a new social world. Sometimes more than one difficult course is required 
during the same term. For example, students may be required to take both introduction to 
programming and discrete math concurrently. or, they may be required to take these sequentially, 
but not understand how one relates to the other. Some departments have carefully examined the 
impact their curricular requirements have on retaining students and made relevant changes to 
increase retention — without “dumbing down” the curriculum. Another kind of curricular change 
departments have made is intended to align with or develop the career interests of students. 
research in computer science education suggests that existing curriculum does not appeal to 
students who do not understand how it will allow them to “make a difference” in the world. 
Many computer science departments are integrating either official or unofficial threads, tracks, 
or majors within their programs to both appeal to students’ career goals and to be relevant to 
specific application areas. Creating multiple pathways into the major or minor can also lead to 
success. Clearly, some students have very limited experience using the tools they will need for 
learning (e.g., programming), while others have advanced experience. Creating intensive bridge 
programs (e.g., at the beginning of the semester) or CS-Zero course that also prepares students 
for the course normally following the introductory course. 

Curricular reform objectives

In Place Now:

baseline report recommendations:

Actions/Interventions/Initiatives Likely 
to be Successful Here:

responsible & Participating Persons:

Timeline / Due Dates:

Evaluation Plan, including Milestones 
and Measures:

reporting:

See NCWIT Promising Practices and Programs-in-a-box at ncwit.org for ideas for using 
curricular reform to attract and retain students.
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reTenTion Through sTudenT-sTudenT and sTudenT-faCulTy inTeraCTion

research in higher education is unequivocal: student-student and student-faculty interaction 
leads to student engagement, which leads to improved learning and increased rates of completion.  
NCwIT ES-UP advocates creating opportunities for the natural development of student peer 
networks through collaborative learning opportunities in classes and explicit encouragement of 
students by faculty. However, other types of support are often necessary when a group is severely 
underrepresented. For example, women’s groups can be helpful while other institutional changes 
are being implemented.  In all types of support provided and routine interactions, attention should 
be paid to inviting and fully including women. For example, faculty can invite undergraduate 
women to research colloquia and can take turns visiting student lounges informally or attending 
student organization meetings. other types of student support include:

  Peer or tier mentoring programs

  Faculty-student or industry-student mentoring  

  Participation in the Grace Hopper Celebration of women in Computing Conference;  
  holding regional women in Computing Conferences

  research experiences for undergraduates (academic year or summer programs)

Student-Student & Student-Faculty Interaction objectives

In Place Now:

baseline report recommendations:

Actions/Interventions/Initiatives Likely 
to be Successful Here:

responsible & Participating Persons:

Timeline / Due Dates:

Evaluation Plan, including Milestones 
and Measures:

reporting:

See NCWIT Promising Practices and Programs-in-a-box at ncwit.org for ideas for 
student-student and student-faculty interaction to retain students.
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ConsTanT improvemenT plan: evaluaTion and TraCking

Two kinds of evaluation can support a department’s goal accomplishment efforts. Tracking 
student recruitment and retention outcomes can help you to understand whether your 
combination of efforts is working and how to tweak them to improve progress toward goals. 
The NCwIT ES-UP Tracking Tool is freely available for keeping track of student participation, 
broken down by sex, race/ethnicity, and year.  Evaluation of specific initiatives can help you to 
identify whether these are working. The Student Experience of the Major Survey can help you 
to identify factors in your program that lead to increased or decreased intention to complete 
the major. Entry and exit surveys are useful for identifying what works for recruitment and 
students’ perceptions of their time spent in the program. Your ESC can work with you to develop 
an evaluation plan for understanding what is working for each component of the systemic 
reform model. 

In Place Now:

baseline report recommendations:

Actions/Interventions/Initiatives Likely 
to be Successful Here:

responsible & Participating Persons:

Timeline / Due Dates:

Evaluation Plan, including Milestones 
and Measures:

reporting:
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sTraTegiC reTenTion plan aT a glanCe

Vision:

Goals:

Committee Members:

organizational Support:

Contact/Lead Initiatives Timeline Evaluation
Collaborative 
Learning

Meaningful 
Assignments

Curriculum

Student-Student/
Faculty Interaction

overall Evaluation

(NA)
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noTes

1 Mittenthal, r. A. (2002). Ten keys to Successful Strategic Planning for Nonprofit and Foundation Leaders. 
 TCC Group briefing Paper. http://www.tccgrp.com/pdfs/index.php?pub=per_brief_tenkeys.pdf

http://www.tccgrp.com/pdfs/index.php?pub=per_brief_tenkeys.pdf

